5. Language Lab
BBSBEC has a software integrated Digital Language Laboratory equipped with software from
Globarena Technologies (which is an OFFICIAL VENDOR for Conducting NASSCOM Assessment of
Competence (NAC). It imparts high standards in language teaching and learning. With proven
teaching methodologies and an array of comprehensive study materials, this multimedia
language lab system offers exclusive, result-oriented and reliable means to enrich language skills
of students. This flexible and interactive language learning software not only makes students
comfortable with English Language but also makes it fun and quick to learn. It has been designed
to enhance students’ language skills, communication skills, vocabulary, listening skills and
pronunciation. UGC, AICTE and other organizations also have strongly recommended
enhancement of English Language skills amongst students for better career prospects. The course
content of the English Lab has been developed keeping into mind the standard of Indian students
and the industry requirements.

BBSBEC has a fully computerized client server application that is run in LAN. It has an easy to use
console displayed on the desktop of the server to facilitate the faculty to conduct the course.
Students access the courseware through client systems. The software has two set ups:
1.

English language Lab

2.

Career Language lab

ENGLISH LANGUAGE LAB

Communication Skills section is a comprehensive language development program covering
reading, writing, basic vocabulary, and grammar.
Listening Skills section gives the students a thorough grounding in many aspects of listening and
listening comprehension. This enhances students listening Skills
Vocabulary module trains students in essential vocabulary in an easy and fun way. Students need
not learn words by rote anymore. A unique methodology is used to ensure that students learn
words and retain them. This 2000 word vocabulary builder would be of special interest to
students preparing for GRE.
Phonetics trains the students in English sounds, pronunciation, stress, intonation, etc. It covers
Vowels, Consonants, Diphthongs, Inflections, Intonation, stress pattern and rhythm, Ear training,
Common errors in English, Correct pronunciation, and Phonetic symbols.

CAREER LANGUAGE LAB
BBSBEC has online career Lab facility which cater to different domains of knowledge, career
skills, communication skills & soft skills. This online software based career Lab helps the students
to enhance their employability and career prospects. It becomes a platform for elevating the
aptitude of the students.
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Videos of sample GDs, interviews and presentations are shown to students with analysis.
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